
New Features and improvements 
Loki 2016.1 Release 3 

 
 

Processing Tool reordering 
It is now possible to change the processing order of the DVO and other tools. The tools are now added to the list 
individually and can be drag and drops to change the order of processing. The tool at the top of the list will be 
processed first. This is useful for cases like dust correction before upscaling, or sharpening after upscaling. 

 

 
 
Priority changing 
Loki can now change the job priority even after the job has been submitted. In the Priority column of the queue 
tab,the priority can be changed on any job which has not started processing. 
 

 
 
Rec 2020 conversion 
The Colour Conversion (gamma matrix) tool now has the ability to convert various colour spaces to Rec.2020. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Custom export frame rates 
 It is now possible to export at any specified frame rate. Use the ‘custom’ option and type in the required frame 
rate. 

 
 
 

Click on output file, open in explorer 
In the completed tab of loki, it is now possible to click on the output file path column and it will open Windows 
explorer in the same location to where the file was exported. 

 

 
 

License info 
Loki now displays the expiry date and days remaining for each license on each node. 
 

 
 
Bug fixes: 

● User was able to set job with Export location the same as import path, and then check filename to be 
same as input 

● When a ProRes export is cancelled, Windows shows qtimporter and qtexporter errors 
● Loki client and node will disconnect from server after 10 minutes 
● Job fails when exporting jpg files 
● Queue text goes black when not in focus 
● Attempting to edit a preset without any processing options causes a crash 
● Cannot submit a test pattern job. 
● Source timecode option always exported as 00:00:00:00. 

 


